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Introduction
Yeovil is the largest and most important town in
South Somerset, being its administrative
centre, economic hub and the largest
settlement by population.
The town has a long history, with
archaeological evidence from the prehistoric
and Roman periods and physical remains from
later development periods. The town centre
has experienced considerable late C19 and
C20 redevelopment, resulting in the loss of
areas, streets and individual historic buildings
but there remain sufficient high quality assets
to retain its overall character and interest. A
large conservation area has been designated,
including the historic core around the Parish
Church and several suburbs along radial roads
from the central area.
Conservation areas are areas of special
architectural or historic interest, the character
or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance. The Yeovil Conservation
Area was first designated in 1973. The District
Council is required by Section 71 of the Town
and Country Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 to formulate and
publish proposals for the preservation and
enhancement of conservation areas. This can
be achieved through conservation area
appraisals.
In order that designation is effective in
conserving the special interest, planning
decisions must be based on a thorough
understanding of the Conservation Area’s
character. Appraisals are therefore essential
tools for the planning process and to manage
informed intervention. They will provide a
sound basis, defensible on appeal, for the
relevant development plan policies and
development control decisions and will form the
framework for effective management of

change. The appraisal should provide the
District Council and the local community with a
clear idea of what features and details
contribute to the character of the conservation
area.
The appraisal document follows the content
recommended in advice from English Heritage,
‘Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals’,
published by English Heritage/the Planning
Advisory Service/DCMS, 2006.

Summary of special interest – the
area’s key characteristics













a busy town centre location with a
variety of land uses and building types;
varied local topography, with a definite
‘plateau’ around the Parish Church, a
dramatic feature in Penn Hill, and
subtler rises and falls in levels within
the town centre;
views out to the surrounding suburbs
and countryside and views over the
town centre from higher ground;
a valuable green space, Penn Hill Park,
to the south of the town centre and
forming part of the setting of the
conservation area;
some individually important trees in
Hendford, Penn Hill and around the
Parish Church;
the survival of much of the historic town
plan and many of the individual plots;
over sixty Listed Building entries,
including a Grade I Parish Church, two
Grade II* large former gentry houses
and other C18 and early C19 former
town houses, and Victorian commercial
and public buildings;
unlisted buildings and groups of
individual merit and group value;
many small details of interest, including
enamelled street signs, other wrought
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and cast ironwork, boundary walls and
gate piers, signs and plaques;
the consistent use of two local building
stones, sometimes in combination, and
a rich orange-red local brick.

Assessment of the special interest
Location and context
Yeovil is situated in the south of Somerset,
almost on the Dorset border, about five miles
west of Sherborne and eight miles east of
Crewkerne. The A37 and A30 roads run round
the west side of the town centre, partly on the
modern Queensway.

Backdrop to the urban area
General character and plan form
The historic core is a densely developed town
centre with rows of buildings built directly onto
street frontages and a sense of a commercial
focus along High Street and down Middle
Street, with extensions into Princes and South
Streets and on one side of Silver Street. These
areas have long shopping frontages, with a
mixture of larger modern buildings, commercial
premises such as banks, places of worship,
and smaller businesses and offices. The parish
church is set in its own precinct, slightly offset
from the main business areas, in green space,
but it is bounded by a mixture of commercial
uses on three sides.

There are also historic suburbs, in Hendford
and Penn Hill that have a looser grain, with
more obvious green space, larger detached
plots and residential uses.
The plan form is nucleated, with a number of
historic radial routes running to the central High
Street, with South Street forming a parallel
‘back lane’ to the main commercial focus.
Within this nucleus, there are a number of focal
points, such as the parish church and the
former manor houses at Hendford and Penn
Hill.
Landscape setting
The town is situated on a gentle dip slope from
the north on the west bank of the River Yeo.
Yeovil Bridge over the Yeo is a historic
crossing point on a major historic east-west
route. A small tributary, Dodham Brook, runs
east-west in a narrow valley containing the
town centre. The southern side of the valley is
formed by a series of hills, Summer House and
Constitution Hills and Nine Springs, rising to
over 100m. and forming a distinctive green
setting and backdrop to the urban area.
The historic core is elevated above its
surroundings with Hendford, Silver Street and
Middle Street rising up steeply to a level spine
along High Street and The Borough. The
Parish Church is positioned dramatically on a
knoll above the lower areas to the north and
east.
Important to the setting of the area on the
South side is Penn Hill Park which forms a
significant feature at the approach to the town
centre.
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Historic development and archaeology
Although Bronze Age material has been found
at Hendford and a substantial Roman villa and
settlement at Westland, there is little or no
evidence of early settlement in the town centre.
The Roman road from Dorchester to Ilchester
runs along or near the line of the modern A37.
The A30 was an historic ‘ridgeway’ route,
possibly from Cadbury Castle to the east,
across the River Yeo at or near the present
Yeovil Bridge, along West Coker and Camp
Roads to Ham Hill. The knoll around the Parish
Church site was thus near the intersection of
the routes and a river crossing. It is
undoubtedly the core of the Saxon settlement,
on an elevated defensive position, with an
associated street pattern based on a loose
grid.

The Parish Church on its plateau
The other important landscape feature is Penn
Hill, rising to about 100m to the south of the
centre, with a largely undeveloped summit and
green slopes down to Hendford. It forms a
sharp change of level from South Street, which,
in turn, runs down towards the Dodham Brook.
These adjacent or surrounding green features
are important in their visibility in views out from
the core and in the views back in from their
higher slopes.
Apart from these topographical features, most
of the surrounds of the conservation area are
developed, with an extension of the shopping
centre down Middle Street; the supermarket
and large car park to the west, bounded by
Queensway; the A30, hospital, residential
areas and commercial land uses to the north
and east.

The first documentary evidence of ‘Gifle’
appears in the early C10. Domesday mentions
22 holdings in one of the local manors that may
relate to the same number of burgesses later
known to have comprised the medieval
borough. There may thus have been a Saxon
royal burh that was deprived of its liberties at
the Conquest. A new borough was possibly
established in the C12 (Yeovil has been
unlucky with its documents, suffering great
losses in several fires) and the lordship was
granted to the convent of Syon, succeeded by
the Horsey and Phelips families after the
Dissolution, until the mid C19.
Town Commissioners were appointed in 1850
and the Borough was incorporated in 1854. In
1974, the Borough was included in South
Somerset District Council.
The medieval town was centred on a market
place at the junction of the present High,
Middle and Silver Streets, where there was a
Market House and Shambles (replaced after
1849 by a town hall). The Parish Church of St
John the Baptist is a substantial late C14 and
C15 building, with architectural evidence of an
earlier crypt. The church stands in its own
defined ‘precinct’, on an elevated site above
Silver Street. Its siting at the eastern extremity
of its site may suggest that an earlier (Saxon
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minster?) building may have existed in the
centre and west until the new church was built.
There are no obvious medieval secular
remains, apart from the rebuilt and resited
Chantry, on the western side of the churchyard.
Other medieval buildings, The Castle Hotel and
The George Inn, both in Middle Street, were
demolished in 1924 and 1962 respectively.

The Chantry
The town was small in size and population, well
into the C19, with a census return of 2774 in
1801. Cloth making had been important from
the C16 and gloving and tanning also had a
long history. Glove making, in particular, grew
in importance in the C19, with over 90% of
national production and 400,000 pairs of gloves
annually. The railway arrived in the mid-century
and the town developed other important
industries, notably the Petter and Edgar
engineering company (growing into the
Westland aircraft works), the Aplin and Barrett
dairy company (later known by the St Ivel
brand), a brass foundry and brick works. In

1846, the new parish of Hendford necessitated
the building of Holy Trinity, in South Street.
The population was 8486 by 1861 and
population and the town boundary continued to
grow, into the C20. In 1928, a new road, King
George Street, linked High and South Streets,
providing new municipal offices, museum and
library (the latter replaced in the late 1980s).
The early Victorian Town Hall, in High Street,
was destroyed by fire in 1935 and the adjacent
Corn Exchange was damaged in the Second
World War and demolished in 1962. The
Borough Council aimed to create a civic centre
at Hendford, reflecting the town’s increasing
prosperity and aspirations and, in 1938,
Hendford Manor House was purchased. The
pre-War law courts were the only major new
building erected. The Borough suffered ten air
raids in the Second World War, with many
houses destroyed or damaged.
Post-war, the town continued to grow, with
substantial changes in the historic core: The
Quedam shopping centre replaced Vicarage
Street in 1983/4, much of Middle Street and
The Triangle were rebuilt and a circuit of
peripheral roads, including Queensway to the
west, necessitated considerable demolition.
Other new developments in the historic core,
such as the large Marks and Spencer store in
Silver and Middle Streets, the car park and
supermarket west of Westminster Street, and
infill in historic suburbs, like the modern office
blocks at Hendford, have all affected the
setting of historic buildings or the wider quality
of the landscape and townscape.
The designation of a large conservation area in
1973 has seen a change in policies and
attitudes towards the historic environment.
There had been no archaeological recording in
the town centre and developments like the
Quedam Centre, in the heart of the medieval
town, obliterated any evidence. The turning
point was the recording of the new library site
at the corner of King George and South Streets
by Yeovil Archaeological and Local History
Society (YALHS). Contemporary work at
Petters House added to knowledge of the
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medieval and post-medieval town, with over
1000 finds.

steps onto the high plateau from Silver
Street to the east, the climb up Church
Path from the north and a narrow lane
entry from The Borough to the south
(with a good framed view of the tower
and south flank of the church); it has
the character of a small close around a
major church, slightly aloof from the
bustle of the commercial core and given
over to the pedestrian;

There would thus appear to be considerable
archaeological potential in the conservation
area to:
 undertake research on the Saxon
Minster site and any evidence of the
Saxon burh;
 investigate any town centre sites for
remains of medieval structures and
activities;
 increase knowledge of post-medieval
structures and industries;
 undertake detailed surveys of surviving
buildings and plots, focused on building
history;
 improve knowledge of the older
suburbs, such as Hendford, Reckleford
and Kingston.

The Parish Church ‘precinct’
There are various maps that are helpful in
determining the extent and nature of
development and details of individual plots,
including the Watts Map of 1806; Estate Map of
1813; Day Map of 1831; the Tithe Map of 1842;
the Borough Drainage Map of 1858; and a
series of excellent Ordnance Survey maps,
including the editions of 1886, 1901 and 1938.

Spatial analysis
The character
spaces

and

interrelationship

of

Yeovil has a rich and complex townscape and
it is possible to describe the main
characteristics. The historic core is composed
of:
 the Parish Church ‘precinct’, a large
rectangular open space around three
sides of the Parish Church of St John
the Baptist, formerly a graveyard and
now a landscaped public open space,
dominated by the church and partly
bounded by historic buildings; there are
entries to this space of varying
character, a regular, straight Church
Street from the west, two climbs up



spaces created by widenings-out of
the building line, with some space
given to pedestrians and there may be
focal points created by monuments and
street furniture; The Borough is a key
example, where the NW angle buildings
turn away from the street line and
return, creating a coherent public
space, reinforced by a lesser space to
the south, at the junction with Wine
Street; there is a similar space at the
High/ Princes/ Westminster Streets
junction, formed by the slight setting
back of the NatWest bank on the west
side and the curving building lines on
the
two
eastern
corner
plots,
appropriately marked by the Millennium
Clock; there is yet another version of
this to the south, where Hendford meets
South Street, again the space is formed
by the slight splay of the Three
Choughs corner and the very definite
canting back of the row on the NW side,
where West Hendford joins the space at
an angle;
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The High - Princes Streets space

King George Street


historic corridor streets, exemplified
by Princes, High and South Streets
(and Middle Street, outside the
conservation
area);
all
have
development on both sides, usually built
on the back edge of pavements, with
rhythms of narrow plots, creating a
series of facades up to four storeys in
height; curving street lines give visual
interest, in revealing parts of the street,
rather than the full length and providing
partial enclosure; changes in the levels
also give further animation; there are
occasional variations provided by
churches and other larger buildings set
back from the main frontage in their
own green spaces, such as Holy Trinity
Church in Peter Street and the
Congregational Church in Princes
Street;



sunken ‘cuts’ below the elevated
church ‘precinct’, exemplified by
Silver Street climbing steeply up the
contours and bounded on one side by
massive retaining walls; North Lane
similarly falls steeply from west to east;
and Court Ash sits in a narrow valley,
with the Parish Church and surrounds
particularly dominant;

The Hendford - South Street space


civic improvements, King George
Street is a straight and regular creation,
completed in 1928, between High and
South Streets, strongly defined by NeoTudor or Classical buildings, the lantern
to the former municipal buildings and
splayed building lines at the entrances;
the space is enhanced by paving and
planting;

Princes Street
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Silver Street


suburban streets, such as Hendford (a
historic long corridor, with a mixture of
buildings on the road line and grander
detached buildings with gardens or
green space around them) and Penn
Hill (lower density, with larger detached
houses and obvious garden space, that
of Penn House constituting an
important landscaped park).

These various types of spaces occur in
sequences and combinations that create
stimulating townscape, which is best
experienced by walking across the central area
from any direction. For example, a route from
Hendford to the South Street junction, into the
upper part of Hendford, up into Princes Street,
back to High Street and into the parish church
‘precinct’ has a sequence of corridor spaces,
widenings at junctions, views out to countryside
or glimpses of more intimate spaces.
Topography, street alignments, boundaries (or
the lack of them), green elements, landmarks
and many stimulating details all combine to
provide visual interest. High Street is
particularly instructive as a piece of urban
landscape, with a mixture of good and
indifferent buildings but curving gently to the
space of The Borough, marked by its tall War
Memorial and trees, with a feeling of a real
town central area.
The colours of the area are varied, due in part
to its commercial character, with a multiplicity
of fascia and shop front colours, signs and

High Street from The Borough
street furniture, but the buffs and deeper
oranges of the local Yeovil and Ham Hill
stones, mixed with an orange-red brick, flow
through the historic core. Paler whites and
creams of render and painted brick, and darker
greys of tiles and slates, plus buffs and pale
greys of modern paving materials add variety
and contrast. Cream to ochre is the signature
colour range.

Yeovil stone with Ham stone detail
Key views and vistas vary between longer,
wide vistas out to surrounding areas or into the
core from higher ground and more intimate,
narrower views within the urban structure.
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Wider views include wide arcs of vision from:
 the higher parts of Penn Hill (the road)
over the town, with the lantern of King
George Street buildings and the Parish
Church tower showing up well, as well
as tall modern buildings like the
hospital; to the east, the Yeo valley and
the high slopes of Summer House Hill
are seen;
 the top of Penn Hill itself west over
Hendford and the green space by the
Octagon Theatre;
 the eastern end of South Street over
Mill Lane and the slopes above the river
valley;
 the Parish Church ‘precinct’ over Silver
Street, Court Ash and the approaches
to the A30 corridor.
Narrower vistas are great in number but the
most significant are:
 views out of the core to countryside,
from the churchyard to West Hill; from
Petters Way westwards; and from The
Borough eastwards; these glimpses of
hills and trees are a particular
characteristic of the Yeovil central area;
 the narrow slot from The Borough to the
flank of the Parish Church;

View of
Borough


Parish

Church

from







the tower framed by the buildings of
King George Street;
full views of the church across the
‘precinct’;
multiple views of streets at the various
street junctions, at the Hendford and
High Street junctions with Princes and
South Streets and from The Borough
into Middle and Silver Streets;
single views at narrower street
junctions, such as from Princes Street
east into Church Street;

The outstanding landmarks are the Parish
Church tower; the large classical NatWest
block on the Westminster Street/ Hendford
corner;
the
Regency
and
Victorian
Beales/Denners block opposite; the Baptist
Church, with its tall modern tower, in South
Street; the modern library; the War Memorial at
The Borough; the exuberant corner features of
the HSBC Bank and Britannia Building Society
at the corner of Middle and Silver Streets and
Princes and High Streets respectively. Corner
features, such as turrets, oriels and domes,
were cleverly used by late C19-early C20
designers and are a particular feature of the
central area of Yeovil; Holy Trinity Church and
the adjacent almshouse block at the South
Street/ Bond Street junction; Penn House; and
Hendford Manor and the Manor Hotel in
Hendford.

The

the east end of the church seen
elevated above retaining walls in Silver
Street and the views of the tower and
north side from the Cattle Market car
park and Court Ash;

Manor Hotel
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1.

THE CHURCH PRECINCT

Definition of character
This is the area around St John the Baptist
church, including the former graveyard, Church
Path on the western side, the eastern part of
Church Street, Church Terrace and Silver
Street below the churchyard. It has a strong
individual character of a small precinct or close
focused on the commanding presence of the
Parish Church, with a variety of commercial
and public uses but contrasting with the
business of the adjacent shopping areas.

Landmark building in The Borough

Character analysis

Activity, uses and influences on form
 ecclesiastical, the Parish Church and
the former Chantry, converted to the
School House in 1573 and moved
across to the Church Path frontage in
1855, becoming part of St John’s
Sunday Schools and, latterly part of the
Technical institute; there was also
Woborne’s Almshouses behind the Pall
Tavern on Silver Street, demolished in
1860;
 educational,
the
St
John’s
Schoolrooms being purpose-built in
1896

Yeovil town centre is a busy commercial focus,
with a variety of shops, banks, offices and
public buildings. It has a substantial number of
historic buildings, mixed in with modern
development, but largely retaining the plan
form of the historic town. High Street and The
Borough have the character of a central area,
contrasting markedly with the urban park-like
surrounds of the Parish Church. Several
historic suburbs add further variety, with more
obvious green elements and a lower density of
development.
The area can be divided into four character
areas:
1. THE CHURCH PRECINCT
2. THE COMMERCIAL CORE
3. HENDFORD
4. PENN HILL.
MAP 3 SHOWS THE SUB-AREAS

Church House


commercial, with several former
and existing public houses on Silver
Street and the remnants of C19
shop fronts (the Pall Tavern, 15
Silver Street, has a large former
stable block to its rear);
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two and three storeys, built on street
frontages;
a large late C18 town house, Church
House, of five bays and with a central
entrance and hall, connected to a
single storey former orangery and rear
stables;
smaller late C18 and early C19 two
and three storey former houses, built
onto street frontages or, in the case of
Church Terrace, purpose-built as a
short terrace;
purpose built offices, with a late C19
three storey example at 1 and 2 Court
Ash and early to mid-C20 buildings at
the northern end of Church Path.

Former St John’s Schools
Offices, Court Ash


residential, now mostly converted to
offices, seen in Church House, built as
a fine town house and long associated
with the legal profession, as a solicitors’
office, home of the Town Clerk and, in
part of an annexe, the Town Courts;
other former houses have been
converted to offices in Court Ash and
Church Terrace, while some of the
Silver Street properties have become
shops and restaurants.

Building types are:
 a late C14-C15 large Parish Church,
with one of the earliest of the prodigy
Somerset western towers, nave, aisles,
south porch and chancel, with an
earlier crypt;
 purpose-built late Victorian educational
buildings of impressive size and scale,

The layout characteristics are, with the
exceptions of the Parish Church and Church
House, buildings built to the front edges of
plots, with stables or other subsidiary buildings
to the rear, with evidence of arched entries
from the street frontage. Development is
normally three to five bays in width, with
facades and roof ridges parallel to the general
building line.
Boundaries are important with the massive
stone retaining walls to the churchyard on the
Silver Street and Court Ash sides, the high
stone and brick wall to Church House, other
walls containing the churchyard and the railings
defining the fronts of the Church Terrace
properties all being significant.
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Qualities of buildings and contribution to
the area
THE KEY BUILDINGS are the Parish Church
as Grade I; Church House Grade II* and,
amongst the other Grade II buildings, 1 and 2
Court Ash and the neighbouring Palmer Snell
office are an important termination to views
down Silver Street; similarly, the Pall Tavern,
at 15 Silver Street, forms a characterful corner
building between Market and Silver Streets.
The St John’s Schoolrooms are strongly
modeled Tudor Revival buildings on Church
Path, providing a firm anchor between the
churchyard and Church Street. Similarly 11
and 12 High Street is a late C19 block,
although now insensitively altered and flatroofed, that forms a definite edge to the
southern part of the churchyard. The
churchyard retaining wall on Silver Street is
an excellent example of Victorian engineering,
embellished with Gothic Revival detail and
important in views up and down the slope.








capable of being dressed but often
seen in coursed or random rubble
forms;
Ham Hill stone, of better quality,
capable of being worked as ashlar, of a
deeper golden brown colour and very
attractive and characteristic, seen on
the church, Church House window and
door surrounds and the St John’s
Schools;
the
two
stones
appearing
in
combination, with rubble or dressed
stone walls and Hamstone dressings;
local orange-red brick, seen at Church
House and on a number of early C19
buildings on Silver Street, colour
washed;
render or stucco, scribed to represent
ashlar on 13 Silver Street;

Hamstone & render, Court Ash


The Pall Tavern
The buildings of this sub-area, church, edges
to the churchyard, Church Terrace, Court Ash
and Silver Street frontages, form a coherent
group.
Local prevalent building materials
Materials are distinctive with:
 the use of Junction Bed liassic
limestone, ‘Yeovil Stone’, distinctively
nodular and biscuity brown in colour,

Yeovil Stone and brick used on
retaining and boundary walls;
roofs of slate, clay tile and pantile,
usually with stone coped gables.

Local details
 a variety of vertical sliding sash
windows, ranging from 16 pane late
C18-early C19 types to later Victorian
large lights without glazing bars; stone,
moulded architraves are seen at
Church House and 1 and 2 Court Ash;
 Tudor Revival stone mullioned windows
with labels and drip moulds, with inset
casements or leaded lights;
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a variety of door surrounds, from Tudor
Revival four-centred arches, pilasters,
an open pediment (9 Silver Street) and
plain surrounds; Church Terrace has
simple spoked fanlights and flat
canopies on wooden brackets;
two vestigial C19 shop fronts on Silver
Street, with a double display window
and central door on 13 and a bowed
fascia on 14;
plaques and inscribed stones, on the St
John’s Schoolrooms and the Pall
Tavern;

Church Terrace ironwork
 some good wrought and cast ironwork,
seen in the bracketed sign on the Pall
Tavern, the railings to 3-6 Church Terrace
(also with the brackets for a lost curved
porch on 3 and 4); and features like the
crested fringe to the door surround to the
Palmer Snell office and window guards to
the Pall Tavern; the blue and white
enamelled street names, seen throughout
the town centre, are also of value.

Enamelled street nameplates
Parks, gardens, trees and green space
The churchyard forms a vital green space for
the town, well used on dry days for sitting out
and congregating. The shrubs and bedding
plants add a park-like quality. The churchyard
has an important group of trees on its north
side and there is a yew and pollarded limes in
the southern part. There is a Tree Preservation
Order at the northern end of Church Path. The
trees in the garden of Church House provide
distinctive enclosure to the space.
Negative factors
 major potential for either developing the
two car parks on North Lane/ Court Ash
or improving their boundaries and
detailed design, in order to repair rather
bleak holes in the fabric and provide a
better setting for the church; any
development should be very sensitive in
its height and massing to levels and
views out from the churchyard and
views back to the church
 improvements to the facades of some
of the Silver Street properties, removing
clutter, enhancing paint colours and
shop fronts
 the south side frontage to the
churchyard, the rear of 11 and 12 High
Street and the quality of the pavings in
the churchyard and Church Path.
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2.

Post Office still survives in use; the C19
Town Hall, Corn Exchange, cheese and
meat markets all stood between High
and South Streets; the War Memorial
was erected in 1920, at The Borough,
on the site of the medieval toll house
and other town buildings; South Street
has a Day Centre that was built in 1889
as the Victoria Temperance Hall and
was later the Art and Science School;
the Magistrates Court was built in 1938
in a Georgian style with art deco
overtones.

THE COMMERCIAL CORE

Definition of character
The area consists of High, Westminster,
Princes, Church, South, Peter, King George
and Union Streets, the upper part of Hendford,
the upper part of Petters Way and The
Borough, all part of the main shopping and
business centre. This was the heart of the
medieval town and, undoubtedly, many of the
present buildings stand on older plots. The plan
form of surviving older buildings (notably in
Princes Street and limited areas of High and
South Streets) shows rectangular, fairly regular
shapes, suggesting an element of medieval or
post-medieval planning. There have been
many changes to buildings and the plan form
has also been altered, with street widenings
and the C20 breaking-through of King George
Street.
Activity, uses and influences on form are or
were:
 ecclesiastical, with the foundation of at
least two almshouses in South Street
(the surviving Woborne’s Almshouses
being an C19 relocation of the
medieval predecessor in Silver Street),
the erection of the large Holy Trinity
church in 1846, and two Nonconformist
chapels, the South Street Baptist
Chapel in 1828 (greatly extended in
1868 with a hall and Sunday School
and, again, in 1912) and the
Congregational Church in Princes
Street in 1878; other chapels have
disappeared in Tabernacle Lane and
Vicarage Street;
 public, a purpose-built Police Station in
South Street was built in 1849 (now
occupied by Yeovil Town Council) and
the Library has moved several times,
latterly from its site in the 1928 King
George Street development to a new
building on the junction with South
Street; the adjacent Town Council
offices have become a bank but the

The former Police Station, South Street




commercial, the majority of present
building uses are commercial with
examples of premises purpose-built as
inns like The Three Choughs and The
Mermaid (many licensed premises seen
on C19 maps have disappeared) and
banks (No. 7 High Street was an 1838
Savings Bank and surviving uses
usually occupy late C19-early C20
buildings); shops are a mixture of
purpose-built, mainly C20, premises
and ground floor shop fronts inserted
into older town house, seen in Princes
and High Streets; there is also office
use of ground and upper floors of old
buildings;
industrial, the C19 and early C20 town
centre had extensive industrial uses,
with
many
glove
manufactories,
associated slaughter houses, tanning,
dressing and dyeing works; the only
extant building is a former gloving
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factory, Waterloo House, in Waterloo
Lane; there were also activities like
engineering and brewing in or adjacent
to the town centre;

Waterloo House


residential, much of Princes, South
and the western end of High Street
were desirable residential areas up to
the middle of the C19, seen in a
number of surviving town houses,
subsequently converted to commercial
uses
or
sub-divided;
modern
conversions and redevelopment are
reintroducing apartments into South
Street, Petters Way and the Hendford/
High Street area;

54-6 Princes St, former town houses



accommodating the car, an intrusive
decked car park has been built on the
site of Petter’s first engineering works
and Brutton’s Brewery, both in Clarence
Street; surface level car parks have
created holes in the urban fabric on
Petters Way, or enlarged existing gaps,
on Peter and South Streets.

Building types are:
 C18 and early C19 town houses, of 3-5
bays, two or three storeys, some with
basements, usually built on a street
frontage and with a central entry;
 small terraced C19 houses, of two
storeys and one front room, seen in
Union Street;
 Victorian and early C20 commercial
premises, 7 and 8 High Street are
relatively rare examples of c. 1830
commercial premises, up to four
storeys and with designed ground floor
business spaces; 9 is a later Victorian
former bank in typical ‘classical
commercial style’; there are usually two
or three floors of display and storage
space; C20 buildings tend to be larger
in terms of plot coverage and frontage
length and have larger undivided floor
space (the NatWest Bank on the
southern end of High Street, the
Magistrates Court on Petters Way and
the King George Street ‘civic’ buildings
are good examples of this tendency
towards a larger scale);
 C19 churches and chapels, Holy Trinity
(Benjamin Ferry 1846) is a good
example of a large early Victorian
Gothic Revival building, with nave and
aisles, transepts and chapels and
choir; the two surviving chapels are
distinguished examples of mid-to-late
C19 preaching spaces, with galleries,
the Baptists choosing a flamboyant
classical
style
and
the
Congregationalists
an
Italian
Romanesque; the attached school
rooms and halls attest to the success
and growth of congregations;
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Congregational Church, Princes Street
The town centre has retained much of its
historic plan form, although streets like
Vicarage Street and most of the many former
Victorian commercial, 9 High Street




the surviving Woborne’s Almshouses
of
1860,
with
two
storey
accommodation ranges and a central,
single storey hall or chapel;
public houses of varying dates,
between the mid C18 and the early
C20, The Mermaid and the former
Three Choughs, a large three storey,
seven bay corner block with a first floor
meeting or assembly room, are both
examples of coaching inns with arched
entries to rear stabling; later buildings
were entirely purpose-built, ranging
from the small and narrow Hole in the
Wall in Wine Street and the nearby,
larger Wine Vaults of 1877; South
Street has two characterful early C20
pubs, in The Greyhound and The
Globe and Crown, both with entrance
to rear yards and various function
rooms and outbuildings.

Public house, South Street
back lanes and courts have disappeared.
There is still a discernable pattern of regular,
rectangular historic plots in most of Princes
Street and parts of High Street (particularly the
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northern and western sides). In other areas,
such as the south side of High Street and
South Street, plots have been amalgamated or
obliterated by a larger scale of modern
redevelopment.

Elsewhere, 2 - 2A High Street, The Mermaid
Hotel, is a significant survivor of older
commercial premises, with some idiosyncratic
‘Gothick’ detailing. No. 7 is the 1838 former
Savings Bank, with some Greek Revival
refinements and important in its visibility down
King George Street. The War Memorial in The
Borough is in a surprisingly Gothic Revival
style (for 1920), possibly reflecting medieval
Eleanor Crosses, very handsome, meaningful
and suiting its surrounding space perfectly.
24 and 25 High Street and No. 1 Hendford,
Beales (formerly Denners), is a very visible
corner block with details ranging from delicate
Soanian classical to later Victorian bold twin
gables with round arched windows.

Larger modern structures on the south side
of High Street
The characteristics of remaining historic
layouts are two or three storey rows built on or
near the highway edge, with evidence of rear
entries by through passages or, in Church
Street, via stable yards. There are occasional
exceptions in the forms of larger houses set
behind street frontages and the Congregational
Church set back from Princes Street, with
another access from Clarence Street.
Qualities of buildings and contribution to
the area
THE KEY BUILDINGS are all Grade II. Of
these, there are several important former town
houses in Princes Street, notably 56-60, The
Mansion House (late C18); 38, Glenthorne
House (c. 1820 former villa with ‘Gothick’
detailing); 43-7, an earlier C18 (c.1738) house
that retains a handsome broken pedimented
doorcase; 23-29, a late C17 brick and stone
house, refronted in 1714. No 2 is a c. 1820
building with some refined details and Nos. 1
and 3 are an important corner block. 4 Church
Street has a good frontage and details, like its
iron fanlight and stone gate piers. Also in
Princes Street, the Congregational Church is
a rich essay in Victorian Romanesque.

The Mermaid Hotel
The former Three Choughs is a key corner
block; 80 South Street is a good, though
isolated, example of a c. 1820 larger house.
The Baptist Church, Hall and adjacent
Newnam Memorial Hall all have considerable
architectural qualities and fill an important
corner site. 19 South Street, The Old Police
Station (Yeovil Town Council) is an
accomplished building of 1849, well converted
and extended for its current office use, and the
1860 Gothic Revival block of Woborne’s
Almshouses has a commanding presence in
an area otherwise greatly affected by modern
road improvements and redevelopment. Holy
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Trinity Church also has architectural qualities
and townscape value.

Woborne’s Almshouses
Significant UNLISTED BUILDINGS that have
individual interest, good details and contribute
to wider groups include Waterloo House, a
characterful former factory block, one of the
last survivors of the gloving industry. No. 2
Hendford, (NatWest Bank) is a grand
example of Palladian Revival, the successor to
a succession of banks since 1808. The building
has a real landmark quality on a prominent
junction. The 1920’s buildings of King George
Street, including the Post Office, The
Halifax and Barclays Banks, are well detailed
and a good example of a civic improvement.
Another prominent bank building is the
exuberant corner block of The Britannia
Building Society, at the corner of High and
Princes Streets, ashlar and with a curved oriel
on the angle and a busy skyline. The two public
houses in South Street, The Greyhound and
The Globetrotters both have townscape and
group value, in a Tudor Revival and Edwardian
eclectic style respectively. The nearby 72
South Street is an attractive Tudor Revival
lodge-style building, at the foot of Penn Hill. On
the northern side of South Street, the Yeovil
Day Centre, formerly the Victoria Temperance
Hall of 1889, is a bold red brick and stone
gabled corner block. In Court Ash, the former
Vincent’s Car Showroom of 1928 is stylishly
converted to office use.

Several significant groups include a group on
the northern end of Hendford, 6-14, that seem
to be late C18-mid C19 above their shop fronts,
14 having a good pilastered shop front.
Princes Street, one of the best streets in the
town, contains several groups, such as 24-28
on the east side, mid C19 brick and Hamstone,
Italianate classical. The adjoining No. 30 is a
little more idiosyncratic but has some
entertaining details, such as a pair of first floor
canted oriels with a bracketed canopy over and
an 1888 date on a keystone flanked by some
corbels with vegetable carving. On the west
side, there is a group either side of the
entrance to the Congregational Church, 7-15,
with details of early-late C19 buildings and a
Ruskinian Italian Romanesque triple window on
No. 7. Also of note are 23 – 43 on the east side
and 42- 58 on the west. More recent is the
Millennium Clock on its stone column at the
top of Hendford.

30 Princes Street

Former Vincents car showroom
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Westminster, 12 Westminster Street, is a
rendered corner block with sashes and a small
wooden shop front; and No. 6 is an unexpected
mid C19 domestic survivor, rendered, with
sashes and a pretty wooden door canopy with
swept roof. ‘The Beach’, 3 Park Road, a barnlike building in the former curtilage of Old
Sarum House, 49 Princes Street, appears to be
of C17-18.

The Britannia Building Society

Unlisted buildings 6-14 Hendford

In Petters Way the 1938 Magistrates Court
dominates the street scene as a C20 Georgian
style building in brown brick, with art deco
overtones. Another distinctive building in this
area is the late C20 entrance tower to Yeovil
Baptist Church.

Princes Street, Church Street, the northern and
western ends of High Street/Hendford and The
Borough form a coherent group. King George
Street also retains coherence, focused on the
1920’s public and commercial buildings.

Magistrates Court Petters way
There are also some interesting buildings on
the western edge of the conservation area: The

Local prevalent building materials
These include the use of Yeovil Stone with
Ham Hill stone, in combination, with rubble or
dressed stone walls and Hamstone dressings.
Hamstone is also seen in complete facades of
more prestigious buildings, such as Holy Trinity
Church, the two chapels, banks and some of
the town houses. The NatWest Bank has a
Portland Stone ashlar façade with brick rear
elevations. Brick became common from the
middle of the C18 onwards (Nos. 27-9 Princes
Street has a brick façade of 1714), usually with
stone dressings resulting in a particular Yeovil
building character. Some examples are now
painted, with an unfortunate loss of colour and
texture. Smooth render is also evident, again
with stone dressings.
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Roofs are of slate, clay tile and, rarely, of stone
tiles.
Local details
 gabled roofs with stone coping or
hipped roofs;
 sash windows with simple flat
architraves or richer detailing with
moulded or eared surrounds and
expressed keystones;
 refinements in window arrangements,
such as Venetian windows, triple units
separated by stone mullions and flat
architraves or triangular pediments
over, sometimes set in semi-circular
arched panels;

Shop front at 16 Hendford






cast and wrought ironwork like the
Gothic Revival railings in front of
Woborne’s Almshouses;
ashlar or dressed stone gate piers, with
‘Gothick’ details at 38 Princes Street
and rustication at 4 Church Street;
the Westminster Street side boundary
wall to the NatWest Bank,
very
handsome, with curved ramps and
prominent gate piers.
the prominent Art Deco clock on 8 High
Street that is seen in views along the
street;

1&3 Princes St, window refinements






canted bay windows and first floor
oriels;
pilastered or columned door surrounds,
sometimes
with
architraves
or
pediments over; simpler flat stone
hoods on shaped brackets; radial or
rectangular fanlights (curvilinear cast
iron bars with coloured glass on No. 4
Church Street);
corner quoins and horizontal string
courses and plat bands;
a few reasonable shop fronts, such as
the early C19 (twin 15 pane windows)
and early C20 examples at 16
Hendford; Art Deco at 17, Princes
Street.

8 High St, Art Deco clock
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improved boundaries and landscaping
for some of the ‘holes’, such as surface
level car parks and rear service areas
(particularly evident in South Street,
Peter Street and Petters Way);
selective infill of gaps by suitable
development, notably the corner of
Hendford by 80 South Street and the
bare car park on its eastern, Petters
Way side;
area improvement schemes to remove
street clutter, improve buildings in poor
condition and shop fronts.

Art Deco at 17 Princes Street
Parks, gardens, trees and green spaces
The town centre is densely developed with little
green space. There is a small front garden at
the Mansion House in Princes Street with a
significant magnolia tree on the corner of
Princes Street and North Lane. Holy Trinity
churchyard has some greenery and trees, the
front garden to the Congregational Church is
particularly attractive and street trees are
important in King George Street. There is a
Tree Preservation Order in the front of
Glenthorne House, 38 Princes Street. Trees at
top of Westminster Street are an important
screen to the car park beyond.

Gap sites, South Street

Negative factors
The central area is very complex and is
constantly changing. There have been some
sad architectural losses in the past, some
indifferent modern development and some poor
buildings in key locations (11–12 High Street)
and some exemplary infills, too, such as the
extension to Holy Trinity church. The setting of
the area at Westminster Street has been
compromised by the decked car park adjacent.
Amongst the issues and opportunities that
might be addressed, to enhance the
conservation area are:
 replacement of some of the poorer C20
shop fronts with more sympathetic
materials and detailing, colours and
signs;

Scope for improvement to boundaries or
infill development, by 80 South St

3.

HENDFORD

Definition of character
This is a historic suburb stretching from the end
of South Street to Brunswick Street on the
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former Exeter road. Old maps, for example the
1901 OS sheet, show sporadic development on
both sides of the street, with extensive grounds
behind Hendford Manor, now occupied by car
parks, modern office buildings and the Octagon
Theatre. On the western side, buildings like the
St John’s parish vicarage and the former
London Inn have been replaced by modern
apartments. In spite of this development,
Hendford still retains considerable character
and interest.

C19 semi detatched houses




and now offices) and smaller late C19
houses being infilled at the northern
end and an earlier C19 group built at
the southern end;
public, a public house, The Butchers
Arms, and a Masonic Hall;
commercial, offices, both conversions
of older buildings and several purposebuilt modern blocks;

Building types are:
 large
detached
gentry
houses,
Hendford Manor is c.1720 with later
additions, the central block of two
storeys and an attic, with a central
porch; the Manor Hotel is of 1776, two
storeys and five bays, with a central
portico;
 a smaller house of higher status in
Flowers House, No. 15, five bays and
three storeys;
 specialised outbuildings associated
with the above, the former stable block
at the Manor Hotel (large two storey,
five bays) and the former coach house
of Hendford Manor (also five bays);

Hendford
Activity, uses and influences on form are or
were:
 residential, Hendford Manor and the
Manor Hotel being originally gentry
houses (now offices and a hotel
respectively), No. 15 is a good example
of a late C18 large house (Henry
Monk’s Grammar School in the C19

Former coach house to Hendford Manor


four detached c. 1830-40 villas, 66-72,
currently outside the conservation area
but an important part of its setting), all
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with symmetrical fronts and central
entrances;
mid-late C19 semi-detached houses
with identical plans and features like
canted bay windows;
purpose-built late C19-early C20
commercial or public buildings, the
Butchers Arms being a small,
symmetrical example of Tudor Revival
style and the Masonic Hall a large
meeting space and a lower side
annexe;
modern office blocks, up to four storeys
and multiple bays.

The Butchers Arms & Flowers House

The layout characteristics are detached
larger houses either in surrounding grounds or
on the road line and smaller buildings set on
the highway or behind small front spaces.

Qualities of buildings and contribution to
the area
The KEY BUILDINGS in the area are
Hendford Manor, both as a historic building
and as a ‘gateway’ feature; the Manor Hotel
(arguably one of the best remaining large C18
houses surviving in the conservation area),
their former coach house and stable block,
and Flowers House, as an unspoilt late C18
house.
Key unlisted buildings include The Butchers
Arms and The Masonic Hall both have some
intrinsic architectural merit and group value.
No. 17 is a mid-late Victorian Italianate
building, with some characterful details and is
also of group value.

17 Hendford

Local prevalent building materials
These are distinctive with the familiar
combination of Yeovil Stone and Ham Hill
stone, with rubble or dressed stone walls and
Hamstone dressings. The two large houses
have larger areas of Hamstone ashlar. A red/
orange brick is used in the two former stable
buildings, with Bath stone dressings and also in
some of the later Victorian buildings such as
the Masonic Hall. Smooth render or stucco is
seen in the villas at the south end of Hendford.
Roofs of are of slate and clay tile, hipped, with
stone coped gables or behind stone parapets.
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Red brick & Hamstone, canted bay windows
Local details
 a variety of window types, with hollow
chamfered mullions on parts of the
stable block at the Manor Hotel; crossmullion
and
transomed
wooden
windows with leaded lights on parts of
Hendford Manor; 8-16 pane sashes;
later C19 sashes with glazing bars only
in the top light or no glazing bars; and
three part Venetian windows and
circular ‘bull’s eye’ types at the former
coach house (Museum)
 round headed Italianate windows, in
groups, on No. 17;
 canted stone and brick bay windows on
some of the later C19 houses;
 plain or moulded architraves around
windows,
with
some
expressed
keystones;
 ashlar corner quoins and cornices;
 stone gate piers and caps at the side of
No. 15, Flowers House.

Wooden mullion and transom and sash
windows on Hendford Manor




four and six panelled doors with plain
surrounds, bracketed canopies and
classical porches with columns or
pilasters on the two largest houses;
Hamstone enrichments and a large
leaded light window on the Masonic
Hall;

The Masonic Hall
 a cast iron pump in situ
Henford Manor coach house.

outside
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Parks, gardens, trees and green spaces
Penn Hill Park is a significant elevated
parkland space flowing round to the south and
east of Hendford Manor to Brunswick Street
and up the slopes of Penn Hill. Its mature trees
are conspicuous in the southerly and westerly
approaches to the town
Other mature trees that are important in the
townscape are
 In front of the Manor Hotel,
 South of the Coachhouse, a fine cedar.
 South of Hendford Manor
 Street trees adjacent to No. 30 at the
junction with Manor Road
 To the rear of Flowers house
 Distinctive cedar tree to the front of the
Octagon Theatre.

Trees by the Manor Hotel

Former stables to Hendford Manor

Negative factors

There are a number of major issues in the subarea: the unsympathetic design and materials
of two modern office blocks on the east side,
compromising historic buildings like Hendford
Manor; the bare and open character of the
Petters Way car park overlooking Hendford;
and large lighting columns that are out-of-scale
for this part of the conservation area.

4.

PENN HILL

Definition of character
This area has the character of a low density,
well-treed suburb, on the slopes of a high hill,
above the commercial centre and Hendford.
On old maps, the area is shown as
undeveloped, apart from Penn House and its
grounds. The northern and eastern sides of the
hill seem to have been developed along the
Penn Hill road from about 1830 onwards, given
the style and likely building dates of detached
villas like Nos. 1 and 2. The impressive, highVictorian No. 3 has a date of 1888. There is
modern infill on the east side of Penn Hill,
extensions to older buildings and the modern
St Nicholas Close on the west side.
Activity, uses and influences on form are or
were primarily residential, with modern
conversions and extensions for residential
home use. Penn House has been used for
government offices but is now converted to
apartments.
Building types are:
 1830-40 detached villas with three to
five bays and central entrances, Penn
House having a large stone built, single
storey conservatory;
 Penn House’s four bay, two storey
former stables, converted to housing;
 A large detached Victorian house with
a central entrance, in No. 3.
The layout characteristics are detached
houses set in grounds, with, at least, a small
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front space from the street. Penn House is set
in extensive, wooded grounds.
Qualities of buildings and contribution to
the area
There are four Grade II Listed Building entries
in the sub-area, of which Penn House is an
impressive large villa with some refined details
and an attractive setting. 1 and 2 Penn Hill are
both good examples of smaller villas with
contemporary boundary walls, gate piers, gates
and railings to No. 2. No. 3 is a florid example
of Victorian Low Countries-cum-Italianate style
with rich stonework decoration and some
pleasant features like coloured glass lights.
Marsh Pattinson House, on the west side is
an extended rendered house with two canted
bays and an ashlar classical doorcase and is of
group value. It, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 form a
reasonably coherent group.

3 Penn Hill
Locally prevalent building materials

Penn House

1 Penn Hill: Regency villa style

Materials include smooth render and colourwashed brick; render in combination with
Hamstone details; Yeovil Stone with Hamstone
(the former stable block) and high quality
Hamstone on the entire front façade of No. 3.
Roofs are of Welsh slate and boundary walls of
squared and coursed Yeovil Stone.

Local details
 Typical late Regency-early Victorian
features like hipped roofs with deep
eaves soffits and marginal glazing to
sash windows;
 Vertical sash windows varying in detail
from 12 panes, later C19 plain types
with no glazing bars, marginal glazing
or glazing bars to the top pane only;
 Canted stone bay windows with
features like sashes set in round-arched
openings;
 Simple classical door surrounds or an
entrance porch (classical on No. 1 and
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Marsh Pattinson House and more
eclectic in style on No. 3);
Attractive coloured lights on some of
the Victorian glazing;
Square capped gate piers;
Simple but effective speared iron gates
and railings and a lamp overthrow (all at
No. 2);

Significant treescape at Penn Hill Park
Negative factors
There are no apparent issues, apart from the
ongoing works to Penn House and the
selective felling of some trees in the grounds,
because of old age and disease.

Summary of issues

Gate piers & ironwork at No. 2


A surviving area of York Stone and
Blue Lias paving outside The Lodge
near the junction with South Street.

Parks, gardens, trees and green spaces
The sub-area is richly endowed with a number
of mature trees, particularly in the grounds of
Penn House, that add to the quality of the local
environment. The House’s grounds are
designated as part of the Yeovil Country Park,
providing an attractive and varied open space
that extends to the summit of Penn Hill and
down to Hendford. This latter area, extending
down to Brunswick Street with its fine trees is
an important feature of the setting of the
Conservation Area.

Bringing together the various issues raised in
the descriptions of the four sub-areas, there is
concern about:
 the visual impact of surface level car
parks in Court Ash, North Lane, Petters
Way, South and Peter Streets;
 the run-down character of parts of
Silver and Princes Streets;
 the quality of the Parish churchyard
area;
 a number of crudely detailed and
coloured
modern
shop
fronts
throughout the conservation area;
 some major ‘holes’ in the townscape,
created by service areas and private
car parks and modern development,
particularly in South Street;
 the size and scale of some modern
lighting columns, particularly along the
approaches to the central area;
 the impacts of individual modern infill
buildings on historic neighbours, seen
in Court Ash, Hendford and parts of
High Street.
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Maps
Maps are based upon Ordnance Survey
material with the permission of Ordnance
Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her
Majesty’s Stationery Office, Crown Copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown
Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil
proceedings. South Somerset District Council,
LA 100001947 1-2012.
South Street, modern building and gap in
frontage
All of these concerns may have remedies, such
as landscape and boundary improvements;
intelligent infill or redevelopment opportunities
of gaps and ‘eyesore’ buildings; area
enhancement schemes; and improvement of
detailed design through guidance and the
development control process.

General information
This appraisal was prepared by John Wykes
Planning and Conservation and South
Somerset District Council.
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Glossary of architectural terms
Architrave: lintels and jambs surrounding a
door or window
Art Deco: 1920s and 30s style with bold
outlines and streamlining
Ashlar: best quality masonry with smooth face
and narrow joints
‘Burh’: an Anglo Saxon fortified settlement
Canted bay: splayed or angled sides to
projecting window
Casement: opening lights hinged at one side
Cock-and-hen coping: vertical, alternating
long and short stones on top of a wall
Coped gable: angled capping, usually raised
above height of adjoining roof
Corbel: a projecting block
Cornice: a moulded projection crowning a wall
Dressed stone: masonry worked to produce
an even finish but not as precisely as ashlar
Drip mould and label: projecting horizontal
moulding to throw off rain and the decorative
end stops commonly seen in Tudor, C17 and
Tudor revival buildings
Eared surround: an architrave or moulding
that sweeps further out at the top or bottom of
a window or door opening
Expressed keystone: the central arch stone
that projects further from the wall face than its
neighbours
Four-centred arch: Tudor arch of flattened
profile
Gentry house: a high status house
Glazing bar: usually wooden division of a
window light
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Gothic Revival: C19 rediscovery and
development of the pointed arch architecture of
the Middle Ages
‘Gothick’: a playful and archaeologically
incorrect C18-early C19 version of medieval
gothic
Hipped roof: both roof slopes are angled back
at corners
Hollow chamfer: side of stone window or door
or mullion with a sunken profile
Lintel (or lintol): horizontal stone or wood
former to top of door or window opening
Marginal glazing:
Mullion: vertical bar dividing window lights
Neo-Tudor: revival of C16 architectural style
Oriel: a projecting first or second floor window
Palladian Revival: classical architecture
based on a C18 rediscovery of the pure design
principles of Andrea Palladio
Pantile: a clay roof tile of shaped or curved
section
Pediment: the triangular or semi-circular hood
or gable end on classical architecture
Pilaster: a flat, slightly projecting version of a
column
Plat band: a flat horizontal feature that may
sub-divide a building’s wall
Polite: architecture that accords with national
fashions and techniques, usually fairly up-todate
Portico: a range of columns forming a porch
Ramps/ramped up: changes of level in a wall
managed, sometimes, by curved sections
Romanesque: architecture based upon the
round arch
Rubble random: unworked and unshaped
stone walling without any form of coursing

Ruskinian: related to the principles of the
Victorian artist and writer John Ruskin
Rustication: the deliberate deepening of joints
to create a strong appearance
Soanian: delicate classical details related to
the work of the C18-19 architect Sir John
Soane
Soffit: the underside of a roof that projects
beyond the wall surface
Stone coped gable: a raised banding of
regular stones that finishes and protects a
gabled roof
String course: a thin horizontal projection
dividing a wall surface
Stucco: a smooth render, fashionable in the
C18-19
Swept roof: a lean-to roof that curves upwards
with a concave profile
Tudor Revival: C19-early C20 reuse of Tudor
forms and details
Venetian window: a three unit classical
opening where the central piece is usually
higher and wider than the outside ones, and
usually round arched
Vernacular: buildings of local styles and
details, as opposed to fashionable, national
(‘polite’) styles
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High Street, from an early C20 post card (© Valentine’s Ltd)
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1888 Ordnance Survey Map
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